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work, our ns to Liberty Loans and to funds of mercy.

l And it did leave some pontoon bridges at Fort Douglas. Why
lpJ pontoon bridges should have been sent to Fort Douglas one can only
Km conjecture. Perhaps the administration intended to establish a war
Br museum and install the pontoons as an exhibit.
m

I DEALS IN LEGISLATURE.

m T7ACILE in finding excuses for its political program, the Demo- -
W, A cratic legislative ring argues that C. C. Richards should be chosen

speaker of the house because Joseph W. Funk of Cache county a
m Solon from the north is scheduled to preside over the senate. The
W1 specious contention is that since the northern part of the state is

W honored by the choice in the upper house of a presiding officer the
lower house ought to select none other than C. C. Richards, now of

$ Salt Lake, but erstwhile very much of Ogden, as presiding officer of
lower house.
For want of a weightier argument a legislative majority might

warranted in putting this contention forward in trivial times when
is at stake. But these are times of magnitude and portent from

Hill to Versailles. If the Democratic majority would be in
with the times they should try to shed political pettiness and

and do their best to select only their worthiest members
offices of dignity and influence, thus making it possible to perform

service for their state in an era of reconstruction.
With unfit men at their head the Democratic legislators will find

ithe inspiration to achieve nobly. If they begin the session, as usual,
political barter and trade, they will fail to reach any goal worth

These are times that call for conservatism. All manner of
are proposed by those in whom the spirit of Bolshevism is

Men of violent souls and erratic brains have begun to
a world at peace as did the militarists a world at war.

is their slogan and in their irrational haste to change the old
they offer crude innovation as valid improvement.

If we are to reconstruct the world, including Utah, let us do it
in the spirit of the Versailles conference than in the spirit of

Reds of Russia.
"Let us destroy and spare not and then we can build the world

to our liking," say the Bolsheviki. In Russia they have
and spared not, but the rebuilding has brought only despair

the great mass of the people. What riches they had the Russians
allowed to be wasted by the Reds. In consequence

will require long years of unlearning amid tears. If we would
wise let us preserve our democratic institutions without embracing

measure that presents itself in the name of reform.
For speaker of the house the Democrats should have their sanest,

member, one who has vision to see not only the pitfalls of
but what is best for the far future of our state. The speaker

do much to shape legislation, to keep our laws in line with the
tradition which for so long prevented Utah from

its business structure by radical laws.
We believe it essential that at the very beginning of the session
members should take stock of themselves, of their tendencies and

the perils that are liable to lurk in those tendencies. All should
a solemn resolve to use constant and wary judgment, to avoidIthe and trades, to act broadly and, above all, to be true to those

which have won us prosperity. In these shifting times
c a little unsound legislation may do widespread harm.

f
CALIFORNIA CLIMATE.

more or less sunny California all plants grow big. Among the
biggest is the dementia California. Roosevelt would have used a

and uglier word or he might have called it "nature faking." A
from Europe might call it "camouflage." But whatever it is

it is easily recognized by all who have spent some time in

Someone has remarked that there are but two seasons in Cali
night and day. The night carries its drear and drizzle

into the day, but the days of gold seldom lend their brilliancy to flthe nights. Perhaps that is why the people of San FrariciSco pr'efei'Hd jil
live ill cabarets rather than at home. And perhaps that is why visitors fland as many from Salt Lake as elsewhere try to turn the night llinto clay. H

A Californian, with his teeth will remark to you that
"It must be terrible to live back in your country where the winters Vl
arc so cold." The Califoinian is deceived by his own camouflage. He
has laboied so many years to delude the tourist that he deludes him- - '

It would cost more to heat a 'house in noithern California than in 11
Salt Lake City, Duluth or Boston if one undertook really to heat a 11
California house. The Califoinians never have tried it and do not 11
know. True, one must pay $15 to $22 a ton for coal in California, but 11
even if our coal were as cheap in California as it is here and we grow 11
quite hysterical when the price reaches $8 a ton it would cost as 11
much to heat a California house as a Utah house. If you live in Cali- - f
fornia and are honest and such cases have been known you will
heat your house practically the year through. If you don't you will H
be miserable. And you will heat it not only at night, but during much t

of the day. jH
The Californian began to falsify about the climate in the days of iH

the Argonauts and gained such a facility by practice that his descend- - M

ants do not confine themselves to prevaricating solely about the cli- - H
mate. They achieve camouflaging triumphs in many fields in agric- - H
ulture and in industry, in literature and art, in science and philosophy, H
in new thought and in old, in health and in sickness, for better or for H
worse. H

We are not traducing California, nor even Californians. Califor- - H
nia is a grand state, if the truth be told. To lie about it does not make H
it grander. And the Californian even the native son is a good fel- - H

.low, taken by and large, but the truth is not in him at all seasons, H
and, as we have remarked, there are only two seasons. A Californian H
who will not tell the truth by day will not tell it by night. But he will H
suffer for an untruth. He will let you wince and cringe with cold and H
will wince and cringe himself a bit, and then he will smile and say: H
"Isn't this just wonderful weather?" H

Perhaps the Californians have lived in the fog so long that some H
corners of their minds have become misty. H

The worst a Californian will say about any day is that it is "a gray
day," by way of hinting that most of the days are gold. But the H
worst that a visitor will say about some California days may not be H
recorded here lest the printed page become as ribald as a pirate of the H
Spanish Main. H

h-- H
GERMAN INSURANCE PLAN.

our svate chief in charge of workingmen's compensa- - HRECENTLY iued an annual statement in which he begged H
leave to exult. On its face the report was encouraging to those who H
are advocating a complete monopoly by the state of the compensa- - H

tion business. j
We recall that other states issued equally cheerful statements ;

early in their experience of state insurance and later called on the

taxpayers to save the institution from what amounted to bankruptcy.

It will be noted that the commissioner, in his report, tells of cer--

tain dividends paid in excess of the regular compensation. Those who

received the dividends have reason to exult and be glad with the com- -

missioner. They may be the last who ever will receive a dividend H
from the state. Most of us pay assessment to the state in the form

of taxes and if the compensation law pioves as unsatisfactory in Utah

as it has proved in other states we shall be paying more taxes shortly. fl
And yet the reformers are demanding that the state take over all the

compensation business and establish an exclusive monopoly.

In these days, when ideals of justice are held aloft for our wor-hi- p

we should not neglect to apply the piinciples of justice to our public

business. If dividends can be paid in the early years of a state mon- -

opoly it is only just that those who receive the dividends should pay

assessments when lean years come. Manifestly this is impossible,
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